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ABSTRACT 

Reconnaissance level information (RLI) sufficient for comparing the 
environmental and socio-economic features of candidate sites for nuclear 
power stations and for guiding plant design, baseline surveys, and 
operational practices is usually available from published reports, 
public records, and knowledgeable individuals. Environmental concerns 
of special importance for site evaluation include: aquatic ecology, 
terrestrial ecology, land and water use, socio-economics, and insti
tutional constraints. A scheme is suggested for using RLI to assign 
classifications to candidate sites based on the potential level of 
concern associated with the different environmental features. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Reconnaissance Level Information (RLI) is the type of data that can be 
obtained from published reports, public records, public and private 
agencies, site visits, individuals knowledgeable about a special subject 
and area, and from brief field investigations 1 • It is generally infor
mation that already exists and thus differs from information that is 
obtained by initiating a new program for the systematic collection of 
raw data from the field. RLI may be used at all stages in the siting, 
construction and operation of nuclear power stations. Each of these 
stages has certain requirements for information which must be satisfied 
in order for rational decisions to be made. In many cases enough RLI of 
reliable quality can be obtained to provide an adequate basis for deci
sions. In other cases existing RLI will not be sufficient to supply all 
of the background information that is needed and new studies of a more 
or less extensive nature will have to be initiated to fill the void. 

Since the nature and extent of information required for various decisions 
are contingent upon the difficulty of the deliberations, it would be 
inappropriate to specify that RLI must always be obtained in a parti
cular form, abundance, and quality. Although specific requirements for 
input data are often needed in relation to particular evaluations and 
decisions 2 , existing RLI may or may not fulfill the requirements to the 
extent that de novo investigations can be avoided. Further, most RLI 
exists because it was developed for some purpose other than a projected 
nuclear power station and its nature and quality for such use can not be 
specified retrospectively. In view of these circumstances, this report 
does not attempt to list all of the kinds of RLI that might be of some 
value in the siting, construction, and operation of nuclear power sta
tions; nor does it specify the amounts or quality of RLI that should 
always be obtained -- there can be no assurance that others will have 
already carried out the studies and reported the results. Rather, this 
report provides guidance on how one can be discriminating in the collec
tion and application of RLI so that decisions can be reached on the 
basis of information that is likely to exist in RLI form. 

Since RLI is used especially during the site selection stage, this report 
focuses on the kinds and extent of RLI that may be most useful in 

1See NUREG-0499 - "Preliminary Statement on General Pol icy for Rulemaking 
to Improve Nuclear Power Plant Licensing,'' Page 74. 

2See Regulatory Guide 4.2 (NUREG-0099) - "Preparation of Environmental 
Reports for Nuclear Power Stations" and NUREG-0555 - "Environmental 
Standard Review Plans for the Environmental Review of Construction Permit 
Applications for the Nuclear Power Plants," May 1979. 



comparing the environmental attributes of potential sites 3 . Although a 
scheme is developed for using RLI to segregate sites into different 
classes according to potential levels of concern, it is not intended as 
a plan to be used for the choice of a proposed site. Nevertheless, appli
cants may find such a scheme of use when they formulate their specific 
plans for the evaluation of sites. 

APPLICATION OF RLI 

Although this report focuses on an intermediate stage of the site selec
tion process, RLI is of substantial importance for all stages of siting 
and also for guiding plant design, surveillance programs, and impact 
assessments. 

These applications include: 

A. Identification of potential sites: RLI on the availability of 
water, proximity of population centers, and terrain are especially 
important here. 

B. Screening of sites to narrow the choices to those that will be 
serious candidates: Additional RLI will be needed here on: 

Safety-related factors such as: 
seismicity, geology, hydrology, 

population distribution, 
and meteorology. 

Engineering related factors such as: transport of heavy equip
ment, foundation conditions, access to transmission systems 
and availability of construction materials. 

Environmental (including socio-economic) factors such as: land 
use compatibility, water use compatibility, ecology, charac
teristics of local communities, institutional constraints, and 
aesthetics. 

C. Identification of specific features at candidate sites that may be 
especially vulnerable to impact and influence the feasibility of 

3see Regulatory Guide 4.2, Revision 2, Page 9-1: 

Potential Sites are those sites within the candidate areas that have 
been identified for preliminary assessment in establishing candidate 
sites. 
Candidate Sites are those sites suitable for evaluation by the applicant 
during the process of selecting a proposed site. 
Proposed Sites are those sites for which an applicant seeks a license to 
construct and operate a power station. 
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mitigation. Such features will include those which are of unusually 
high environmental or economic value or which could especially affect 
the safety of the plant or involve institutional constraints. Such 
features would need- to be emphasized in a NEPA Environmental 
Statement4 • 

D. Comparison of site features of the proposed site with those of 
alternative sites: this stage will often require more extensive 
RLI and in-depth review and interpretation than is needed for 
earlier screening of candidate sites because of the need to provide 
assurance that an "obviously superior" 5 site has not been rejected. 

E. Guidance on plant layout, design, construction activities, operation 
practices, and pre- and post-operational environmental studies in 
relation to special features included in Item C above. 

F. Resolution of allegations that plant construction or operation may 
have caused some observed impact. 

Since it is impractical to investigate all potential sites to the level 
of detail required for the issuance of a construction permit, Regulatory 
Guide 4.2 (Preparation of Environmental Reports for Nuclear Power 
Stations) states that in identifying and assessing potential candidate 
sites, the applicant may place primary reliance on available information 
and Reconnaissance Level Assessments. Consequently, it is anticipated 
that applicants will employ RLI in a site selection methodology that 
" ... surveys the entire region available to the applicant and that, after 
identifying areas containing possible sites, eliminates those whose less 
desirable characteristics are recognized without extensive analysis" 
(Regulatory Guide 4.2). 

RLI may also be used in the Early Site Review (ESR) process (see NUREG-
0180) where the applicant seeks a finding about the acceptability of one 
or more site suitability features (Option 1) or a more general finding 
of "reasonable assurance" that the site could accommodate a nuclear 
power station of acceptable design (Option 2). The information needed 
for Option 1 is similar to that required for a construction permit and 
thus may involve more comprehensive data than is obtainable from RLI. 
The needs for Option 2 are not as rigorous and can probably be met by 
RLI in most cases. 

4See CEQ Implementation of Procedural Provisions for 
Environmental Policy Act, Title 40, Part l500.4(g). 
Vol. 43, No. 230; Page 55991. 

the National 
Federal Register, 

5Memorandum and Order of the U.S. Nuclear Re ulator Commission in the 
Matter of Public Service Com an of New Ham shire, et al. Seabrook 
Stations, Units l and 2 . Docket Nos. 50-443 and 50 444, !~arch 31, 1977. 
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Although applicants will use RLI with their own site evaluation procedures 
prior to applying for a construction permit or ESR. both the site evalua
tion procedure and the RLI used are subject to extensive review by the 
NRC staff when the application has been accepted. These review procedures 
are described in Environmental Standard Review Plan 9.2 for Alternative 
Sites (NUREG-0555) which has as one of its objectives the determination 
of whether the RLI used throughout the site selection process was adequate 
for the level of screening for which it was used. 

RLI OF INTEREST 

The quantity of information available about a region that includes a 
potential site can be voluminous and much of it may be of little or no 
value in relation to the fundamental questions which determine whether a 
site is among the best that can be found 6 • Therefore, some scheme must 
be used to narrow the search to only that data which is relevant to site 
evaluation and comparison or, in the case of the specific site to be 
proposed for licensing, to data that may influence major design features. 

Regulatory Guide 4.7 (General Site Suitability Criteria for Nuclear 
Power Stations) " ... discusses the major site characteristics related to 
pub:ic health and safety and environmental issues which the NRC staff 
considers in determining the suitability of sites for light water cooled 
(LWR) and high temperature gas cooled (HTGR) nuclear power stations." 
The guidelines presented in Regulatory Guide 4.7 " ... may be used by 
applicants in identifying suitable candidate sites for nuclear power 
stations" and the "information needed to evaluate potential sites at 
this initial stage of site selection is assumed to be limited to [RLI
type] information." Consequently, in order to support Regulatory Guide 
4.7, RLI needs to be of a type that shows how well a site is likely to 
meet the site-suitability criteria and whether or not mitigating 
measures may be needed. 

As discussed in Regulatory Guide 4.7, a particular site to be proposed 
for a nuclear power station must have characteristics that assure the 
safety of the plant and the public. It is also highly desirable that 
the risk of adverse impacts on ecological systems and biota. land and 
water use, and socio-economics and aesthetics be minimal or that they 
can be mitigated to acceptable levels. If a potential site lacks 
characteristics that are essential for plant and public safety, the 
screening process (using RLI) should eliminate it from further con
sideration. On the other hand, site characteristics associated with 

6see Environmental Standard Review Plan for Section 9.2. NUREG-0555. 
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environmental and societal impacts are less likely to trigger outright 
rejection. Rather, the RLI on these characteristics should provide a 
basis for comparison so that no obviously superior site is passed over 
and so that the need for and practicality of mitigating adverse impacts 
can be assessed. 

The site characteristics associated with site and public safety include: 

1 A suitable foundation so that the geological risks are 
acceptably low. 

1 A suitable water supply for cooling the plant under both 
normal and accident conditions. 

1 Suitable meteorology to assure that airborne contaminants 
are adequately diluted. 

• Suitable demography to assure that there will be adequate 
exclusion and lo\'/ population zones. 

1 Uses of adjacent land and water that do not involve 
incompatible hazardous activities and assure that the 
radiation dose to man is within the limits set forth in 
Appendix !, 10 CFR 50. 

1 Suitable hydrology to assure that severe floods will not 
adversely affect the plant. 

The site characteristics associated with environmental and societal 
impact include: 

1 Suitable aquatic ecosystems to assure that economically 
valuable or endangered fish or shellfish are not subjected 
to unacceptable impacts. 

1 Suitable terrestrial ecosystems to assure that economically 
valuable or endangered plants and animals are not subjected 
to unacceptable impacts. 

1 Suitable land use to assure that land and mineral resources 
reserved for other purposes are not preempted. 

• Suitable water use to assure that supplies and quality 
required for other purposes are not compromised and 
legal constraints are not exceeded. 

1 Suitable regional socio-economic features to assure that the 
infrastructure and traditional life styles of small 
communities will not be intolerably disrupted. 
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• Compatibility with institutional requirements. 

In this report, RLI guidance is developed only for the environmental and 
societal characteristics listed above. The ones for plant safety are 
not treated here. 

Early phases of the site selection process can ordinarily be carried out 
with RLI which is substantially less comprehensive and quantitative than 
will be needed later for detailed evaluations of the proposed site. 
During the final site evaluation stages, the type of environmental RLI 
needed is data which permits valid comparisons of alternatives. Further, 
a concerted effort should be made to accomplish the comparisons with the 
use of RLI that is most apt to be available. By definition, RLI is 
expected to be readily obtainable without new investigations; therefore, 
in this report we have attempted to avoid reliance on data that are not 
ordinarily available. 

Somewhat paradoxically, the quantity and quality of environmental-type 
RLI available for use in the site selection process is apt to be inversely 
related to the excellence of new sites for power stations. This follows 
from the fact that the most valued resources (fish, wildlife, land and 
water use, etc.) will have been studied to some extent in order to 
acquire information that is essential for management of those resources. 
Most areas of unusual productivity or uniqueness will also have been 
sought out and described because of the special scientific, historic and 
cultural data they can yield. On the other hand, sites that are compara
tively unproductive and lack elements of particular interest are not apt 
to have stimulated special studies or record keeping and thus published 
RLI. Such areas are, of course, those where there is the least cause 
for concern for possible impacts from the construction and operation of 
power stations. In the absence of recorded RLI, the comments of indivi
duals who are knowledgeable about specific areas and observations made 
during limited exploratory on-site investigations become especially 
valuable RLI. 

Infrequently, there may be a paucity of recorded data about a site that 
is known or suspected of having features that could be disadvantageous. 
In such situations extensive and time-consuming studies, beyond those 
considered as RLI, may be required in order to properly resolve the 
uncertainty. Such extensive investigation would only be warranted if 
there were a need to resolve a question as to whether or not the RLI 
deficient site was obviously superior to an alternative that would 
otherwise be selected as the proposed site. 

SELECTION AND USE OF RLI 

The site characteristics associated with potential environmental and 
societal impacts were identified above as: 

5 



a Aquatic Ecosystems 
1 Terrestrial Ecosystems 
• Land Use 
1 Water Use 
• Socio-economics 
1 Institutional (Statutory) Requirements 

For the acquisition of RLI that can be used for comparison of candidate 
sites, we have attempted to identify the dominant concerns accompanying 
each of these characteristics or "areas of consideration." These con
cerns, and relevant determinations about them, are discussed in detail 
in the sections that follow. The concerns treat the same issues as 
Appendix B of Regulatory Guide 4.7, but are organized in a somewhat 
different matrix in this report. We have defined the concerns so that 
it is possible, using RLI, to roughly classify site characteristics 
according to potential levels of concern. Included in these levels are 
situations where there need be little or no concern as well as situations 
where there could be great concern. 

The levels of concern are: 

Class A. Site characteristics are such that there is little or no 
concern about that feature {perhaps because the "thing" that 
might be impacted by the plant is not present to any signifi
cant degree). 

Class B. Site characteristics are such that there is only moderate 
concern about that feature (although some impact is antici
pated, the magnitude is expected to be about the same as at 
most other thermal power plants already approved, and that, if 
needed, mitigation by special design or operating features is 
feasible). 

Class C. Site characteristics are such that there is reason for unusual 
concern (perhaps because of the presence of uniquely valuable 
biota or land or water uses and the prospects of adequate 
mitigation are poor or very costly). 

One particular site will not always have Class A characteristics for all 
areas of consideration. Often some areas (perhaps land use and terres=
trial ecosystems for example) will have Class A characteristics while 
other areas (perhaps aquatic ecosystems and socio-economics) may have 
Class B or even Class C characteristics. The site evaluation process 
will need to amalgamate the levels of concern associated with the several 
different areas of consideration so that the site selected for application 
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will, on balance, not be obviously inferior7 to some alternative and will 
be among the best that could reasonably have been found. In order to 
reach a decision of which site(s), on balance, are environmentally pre
ferred7 it will be necessary to assign weighting factors to the different 
areas of consideration. If a site has some Class C characteristics, other 
features will need to be especially favorable in order for it to remain 
under serious consideration for final selection. No attempt is made in 
this report to develop such weighting factors or to suggest a "point 
system" for scoring the concerns so that some "superior" site is identi
fied. 

Characterizing the sites into Class A, B or C should be of qreatest value 
during coarse screening in order to reduce the number of candidate sites 
down to those few which are "among the best that could reasonably have 
been found." Such classifications may be of less value for making the 
more sophisticated comparative analysis between the few alternative 
sites unless one of them is clearly in Class A while the others are in 
Class B or C. If some environmental characteristic of the prime candidate 
site is assigned to Class B during coarse screening and one (or more) of 
the alternative sites is also in this class, then this is a first approxi
mation at environmental equivalence. However, additional data may be 
required in order to demonstrate if one of the sites may indeed be the 
more environmentally preferable. Quite likely, available knowledge will 
allow such a determination, but in some situations the data may have to 
be augmented with RLI-type on-site investigations. Whether or not some 
additional effort would be required is also governed by the relative 
significance of the environmental characteristic in question to the 
overall suitability of the site. If, for other reasons, the site is 
obviously superior or inferior then there may be little point in searching 
out additional data that might 11 fine tune 11 the status of a particular 
feature that will not further influence the site selection decision. 
The key factor is whether or not the RLI is extensive enough and reliable 
enough so that rational and valid decisions can be made between the 
relative merits of alternative sites. 

The scheme for classifying site characteristics used here in relation to 
RLI only takes into account the relative "worth'' of environmental features 
that may or may not be present. It does not attempt to quantify the 
impact that a nuclear power station of some particular design might have 
upon those environmental features. Obviously, if some feature has com
paratively little worth in the absence of a station, the potential impact 
of a station will automatically be low. However, it does not necessarily 
follow that the impact of a nuclear station will always be high at sites 
where environmental features are especially valuable. It may be quite 
practical to design, prepare for, locate and construct the plant in a 

lsee NUREG 0499 Supplement 1: ''General Considerations and Issues of 
Significance on the Evaluation of Alternative Sites for Nuclear 
Generating Stations under NEPA." 
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manner that avoids, or substantially mitigates, potential impacts. 
Indeed, the capability of restricting land use and trespass on site 
property can provide much better protection for valuable features (e.g., 
archeological sites, unique habitats) then they would otherwise receive. 
Where the worth of environmental features is sufficiently great to 
warrant substantial concern (e.g., Class B or C) it is likely that a 
reasonable judgment about the potential level of impact and the feasi
bility of mitigation can also be made on the basis of RLI. 

The sections that follow identify more specifically the kind of RLI that 
can be used to classify (determine a level of concern for) selected site 
characteristic. As stated earlier, these are the characteristics of an 
environmental and socio-economic nature that ordinarily must be considered 
during the reconnaissance level site selection processes and are identified 
in Regulatory Guide 4.2. For each of the characteristics we attempt to 
develop a scheme that illustrates how specific RLI can be applied in an 
objective manner so that a potential site can be assigned to Class A 
(little or no concern), Class B (ordinary concern), or Class C (unusual 
concern). 

This scheme first identifies the basic "concerns" or impacts that should 
be avoided or minimized if a nuclear power plant is constructed. For 
most characteristics the potential impacts can be described as two or 
three basic concerns. The objective is then to determine for each 
candidate site whether these concerns should be low, ordinary, or unusual, 
by using the same "yardsticks" for all sites. In our classification 
scheme, these yardsticks have been called "evaluation criteria." ~1any 
different kinds of evaluation criteria are possible, but we have selected 
only those which seem best suited for determining the class of a site 
with a reasonable expenditure of effort and with the use of RLI that is 
most apt to be available. 

For each of the evaluation criteria, the scheme specifies attributes of 
sites that are associated with each of the classes (A, B or C). In some 
cases specific "gating criteria" have been suggested for distinguishing 
between the classes. It should be remembered, however, that the environ
mental and socio-economical features need not be a basis for outright 
rejection of a site, provided that mitigation is practica1. Rather, the 
basic need is a comparison between sites so that the ones that are 
environmentally preferable can be distinguished. Consequently, the 
specific gating criteria are useful only to the extent that they aid in 
demonstrating that the candidate sites selected for comparison are among 
the best that could reasonably be found and that none of the alternative 
sites is obviously superior. In light of the particular characteristics 
of a set of candidate sites under review, an applicant might well choose 
somewhat different dividing points between the three classes if this 
facilitates the identification of the environmentally preferred site(s). 
Further, it is not essential to adhere to a rigid set of calibration 
units on the "yardsticks" (e.g., fixed distances around candidate sites 
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or the harvest of fish or game in units of pounds or kilograms). The 
objective of this report is to provide a scheme that uses RLI for the 
ranking of sites according to their relative standing on some hierarchy 
of environmental preference and which will point out the need for special 
mitigative designs. There is no intent to specify site-suitability 
criteria that must be met if the site is to be approved or rejected. 

10 



SITING CONCERNS ASSOCIATED WITH AQUATIC ECOLOGY 

Most nuclear plants of contemporary design cool their condensers with 
water drawn from sources that support communities of aquatic organisms. 
Consequently, it is inevitable that there will be some impact of the 
station on some of these organisms both during construction and operation. 
Impacts that are commonly experienced include: (1) disturbance of_benthic 
areas by placement of intake, discharge or other structures, (2) d1sposal 
of dredged materials containing a variety of pollutants, (3) entrapment of 
aquatic organisms near the water intake structures, (4) impingement of 
aquatic organisms on intake screens, (5) entrainment of aquatic organisms 
through open or closed cycle cooling systems, (6) discharge of biocides 
or corrosion inhibiting chemicals, and (7) waste heat rejected to 
receiving waters. 

Since at least some impact on aquatic species is anticipated at most 
sites, an objective of RLI is to identify those sites where impacts will 
be relatively insignificant, or where potential impacts may be minimized 
through mitigation. The impacts will inherently be insignificant if the 
perceived "value" of the vulnerable aquatic species is low. The impacts 
may be significant if especially ''valued" species, such as those harvested 
by man, are present and are at risk. Thus, an important aspect of the 
RLI process is to determine the distribution and abundance of "valued'' 
aquatic species to the extent that candidate sites may be classified 
according to appropriate levels of concern. In addition to harvested 
aquatic species, there should also be concern for endangered species, 
for potential loss of habitat which is "critical" for some phase of the 
life cycles of harvested species, and for habitat which is sufficiently 
unique so that it is the focus of special study. 

We believe that these three concerns: (1) the presence of species 
harvested by man, (2) the presence of endangered species, and (3) the 
presence of critical or unique habitat, can serve as a means to compare 
the ecological features of candidate sites. Accordingly, each is discussed 
in further detail in the following sections. Additionally, Table 1 
identifies the RLI that should prove useful in the evaluation of sites 
by categorizing the level of concern as A, B, or C. 

HARVESTED SPECIES 

Each of the natural bodies of water and man-made cooling lakes associated 
with thermal power plants contains a wide variety of aquatic species. 
These include primary producers (algae and macrophytes) that are the 
base of the aquatic food chain or web, the grazing animals (small 
crustacea, bivalves, and some fish), carnivores (mostly large fish), and 
scavengers (shrimp, crabs, and lobsters). For purposes of this report, 
we also include "valued" amphibians (frogs) and reptiles (turtles and 
alligators). 
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The available information base will usually focus on those species which 
are of commercial, recreational, or subsistence importance (e.g., the 
economically "valued" species) and, for the purpose of site comparison, 
it is not necessary to seek information on all species that may be 
present at a candidate site. The "value" of food base species, for 
which quantitative data are seldom available, is appropriately reflected 
by the distribution and abundance of the economically "valued" species. 
Carnivores and scavengers of no current economic importance are also of 
secondary concern. However, this is not to say that these other species 
should be excluded from consideration if information on their distribution 
or abundance is readily available and would be helpful in making the 
choice between alternative site or plant designs. Endangered species 
are treated below as a separate concern. 

The level of concern for harvested species at candidate sites can be 
related to (1) to the numbers or kilograms of fish or shellfish poten
tially lost due to power plant construction and operation and (2) the 
impact that the potential loss of vulnerable fish and shellfish might 
have at the resource level. The potential loss of harvested species may 
range from less than a tonne per year for cooling water supplies that 
use small, confined bodies of water, to many tonnes per year in open 
water bodies which support commercial fisheries. Also, the potential 
loss may constitute a significant fraction of the resident population in 
a small lake, or it may be negligible for free-ranging marine stocks. 

The above features may be used as "yardsticks" or evaluation criteria 
for assessing and comparing candidate sites. In Table l, we have sug
gested some specific units and values which may be used to distinguish 
among Classes A, B, and C. These quantities are a matter of subjective 
judgment and are arbitrary. Other units and values could be used where 
it will facilitate the initial assessment of candidate sites in a manner 
that distinguishes those with environmentally preferred characteristics. 
Because of the possibilities for mitigating conditions that appear 
unfavorable and variations in different ecological situations, we have 
not suggested "gating criteria" that would result in immediate rejection 
of a site for aquatic ecology reasons. 

The RLI most useful in comparing sites according to harvested species 
will likely come from state agencies that are responsible for managing 
the aquatic resources. If the harvest is of appreciable significance, a 
state fish and game agency will usually have issued regulations that 
restrict the catch. It is probable that catch statistics will have been 
obtained for the most "valued" stocks in order that they can be managed 
from a technical base. Some states publish technical reports that 
contain such data, but additional information may be unpublished and 
stored in central files or in field offices. As a minimum, state fish 
and game managers responsible for an area in the vicinity of a site 
should be able to provide personal knowledge of the extent of harvest 
and the ranges of the species of interest. Federal biologists assigned 
to regional projects may also provide relevant reports, records, or 



personal knowledge. The periodic reports of fisheries statistics 
published by some federal agencies are apt to cover much larger regions 
than is relevant to specific candidate sites; nevertheless, usable RLI 
at a local level may have been used to develop the compilations. Federal 
agencies that may supply usable data include the National ~1arine Fisheries 
Service, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
U.S. Forest Service, Department of Energy, and the Bureau of Land 
Management. For sites that are located on or adjacent to international 
waters, RLI may be obtained from reports and files of some international 
fish commissions. Further, the biology or fishery departments of univer
sities or colleges may have research reports or opinions to contribute. 
The staffs of such institutions may be an especially rich source of RLI 
if they have used a candidate site for research or teaching purposes. 

ENDANGERED SPECIES 

The Endangered Species Act of 1973 8 provides for the conservation, pro
tection and propagation of endangered species of fish and wildlife. 
Consequently, if it is established that an endangered species inhabits 
or otherwise frequents a candidate site, the risk must be evaluated in 
detail before a construction permit is issued. Although no construction 
permits for nuclear power plants have been denied because of risks to an 
endangered species, the location and final design of intake structures 
for the Montague Nuclear Power Station were re-evaluated in view of the 
presence of shortnosed sturgeon, Acipenser brevirostrum, in the Connecticut 
River9 . Also, recent classification of the American crocodile, Crocodylus 
acutus, as an endangered species has curtailed further shoreline develop
ment in the Florida Keys 1C, and construction of the Columbia Dam in 
Tennessee may be affected by pending designations of several species of 
snails and other shellfish. 

Sites that are known, or suspected, to have endangered species because 
of special habitat upon which the species depends are of greater concern 
than sites that may harbor endangered species only as occasional visitors. 
Thus, the practicality of preserving critical habitat by special power 
plant design can become a crucial factor. 

RLI required to assess and compare candidate sites should include data 
on: (1) which species of the region are considered endangered, and 

8Pub. Law 93-205, 87 Stat. 884. 

9Fina1 Environmental Statement Related to the Construction of the 
Montigue Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2, NUREG-0084, 1977. 

1 °Code of Federal Regulation, 50, Ch. 1. U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, Subpart f. Critical Habitat Sect. 17.62. Revised Oct. 1, 1976. 
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(2) which endangered species are known or suspected of inhabiting the 
candidate site area. A list of endangered species for each state is 
provided by Miller (1972) 11 , and a current listing is maintained by the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in the Federal Register. Knowledge of 
the distribution and abundance of endangered species can be obtained 
from state fish and game agencies, universities, colleges, museums, and 
aquariums, but is also found in scientific publications. 

CRITICAL HABITAT 

A third concern that will sometimes become a factor in evaluating 
candidate sites is 11 critical 11 habitat. Certain types of habitat are 
often necessary for the survival of valued species because of features 
that must be present for successful spawning, for nursery grounqs, for 
feeding, or for wintering. Migratory routes that must remain open in 
order for mature individuals to reach distant spawning grounds and for 
the young to reach nursery areas also constitute critical habitat. The 
tidal streams of salt marshes are an example since they provide routes 
by ~~hich some species of fish and shellfish move to the marshes and 
their tributaries for spawning, feeding or sanctuary. 

Because the characteristics of ''critical" habitat are different than 
those of the region as a whole, they usually support some species that 
are not commonly found throughout the region. These variant assemblages 
of species may have scientific value as "ecological baselines" and may 
be important for teaching purposes as well. 

"Areas of critical environmental concern" have been defined by the U.S. 
Senate12 as those areas where uncontrolled development could result in 
irreversible damage to important historic values, cultural values, 
aesthetic values, and natural systems or processes. RLI consideration 
of those values that are not directly associated with natural systems 
are treated under the section that deals with Land Use. 

I1Mil1er, R. R. 1972. 11 Threatened freshwater fishes of the United 
States . " .:.Tc:ra'-'n"'s.,_._Ac:m"'.c...-.F.-.i ,cS h.:..,__,.S"oc .... , l 01 ( 2) : 239-2 52 . 

12Senate Committee on Commerce. 1971. 11 Creation of a National Program 
on Coastal and Estuarine Zone Management." Rept. No. 92-526, GPO, 
Washington, D.C. 



TABLE l. Siting Concerns Associated with Aquatic Ecology 

~oncern 

I. Harvested 
stocks of 
fish and 
shellfish 
may be 
dim1nished 
(to include 
reptiles and 
amphibians) 

" . Endangered 
species may 
be destroyed 
(to include 
reptiles and 
amphibians) 

I II. "Critical" 
habitat may 
be el1minated 

Evaluation 
Criteria 

Magnitude 
of the 
honest 
Proportion 
of reg1onal 
horvest 
taken from 
site 

Presence of 
endangered 
spec1es 

I"'portance 
of I oco.l 
habitat to 
their 
perpetuation 

Presence of 
hab1tat of 
'"cr1tical" 
importance 
for har-
vested 
spec1es 
(habitat 
used as 
migratory 
route, 
spawning 
or nursery 
ground, w1n-
ten ng or 
feeding 
yround) 

Presence of 
habitat 
used for 
research, 
teaching or 
observation 

eu 
Conrnercial catch 
stat1>tics 
(specie>, number> 
$, kilograms, 
effort) 

Creel census 
(species, 
numbers S, 
effort) 

Lists of 
endangered spe-
cies for state 
~r reg10n 

Keported 
ob5ervation ,, 
endangered 
spec1es in the 
state or region 

Scientific 
literature 00 
range and 
preferred 
habitat of 
endangered 
species 

Scientific 
literature 
and agency 
reports on 
range and 
preferred 
habHat of 
"valued" species 

Reported 
observations of 
"valued" species 
at th~ -;1te or 
within vicinity 

Statements of US 
Fish~ Wildlife 
Service, state 
fish and game 
agency, 
university staff 
and other 
organilatlons 

Records of u>e M 
habitat for 
research, 
teaching or 
observation 
le g. , '>CUBA. 
photogrophy, 
theses 1 

;c-:-o"'''''''-'''''''"''''---- Class 
State fish and qame ·\ 
•gencies 

U.S. fish and 
Wildlife Serv1ce 

National Marine 
F1sheries Service 

U.S. Arllly Corps of 
Engineers 

U.S. Forest Service 

Bu of Land Mgmt 

Jnterndtional 
c0111'1lissions 

Univ. and colleges 

Scientific literature 

Unpublished data 

Statements by local 
f1sh and game managers 
and biologists 

Endangered Species Act 
of 1973 (Federal 
Register) 

Lists issued by states 

State fish and game 
agenc1es 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service 

Univ. and colleges 

Museums and aquariums 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service 

State fish and game 
agencies 

National Marine 
Fisheries Service 

U.S. fore>t Serv1ce 

Bu of Land Mgmt 

International 
COilrTll<\lOns 

Scientific literature 

Unpublished data 

Universities 

State fish and game 
agencies 

L1ttoral Society 

Nature Conservancy 

Faculty of universities 
and colleges 

u.s. Fish & Wildlife 
Serv1ce 

Loco l '"en vi romnenta 1"' 
clubs 

Museums and aquariums 

Scientific literature 
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Distin9uishing Features 

Harvest for coiTJilercial, recreational 
or subs1stance purposes is negl1gible 
at the site and vic1nity [e g., annual 
hdl""vest w1th1n 5 km of the site is 
less than 500 kllogrdms] 

Harvest at tne Site and vicimty is 
moderate [e.g., annual harvest witnin 
5 km of the site is in the range of 
5·JO kg to 10,000 kg (equivalent to 
10 kg/ho./yr--see NUREG-0440)], but IS 
not significantly different from other 
reporting areas of the region. Miti~a

tion may be required and is practical. 

Harvest at the site and vicinity is 
heavy [e.g., annual harvest is greater 
than 10,000 kg], and is nnt exceeded in 
other reporting oreas of the reg10n. 
Mitigation may be technically 
impractical. 

No recoro of endangered species on the s1te 
or VlCimty ond habitat of site and vic1nily 
is not umquely valuable for endangered 
spe'i es. 

Fndongercd species O(cur as migrants ~r 

occas iono 1 vis 1 tants but are not dependent 
upon habltilt of Site. Mitigation may be 
r~quired ond IS pract1cal. 

Lndangered species occur as pernanent resi
dents or as breeding> residents and are 
dependent upon habltilt of site. M1tigat10n 
ma.,- be teconically ;mprocticdl 

No harvested spenes use s1te or vicin1ty as 
a spawning, nursery, wintering or feeding 
qround [e.g., no spawning occurs upstream or 
w1thin 5 ~<m of the site] 

Use of Slte and vicimty by harvested species 
1S rooderate [e.g., less than 10% of the 
stock for the region migrates past site 
or uses site as spawninq, nursery, wintennq 
or feeding ground]. Mitigation "ay be 
required and 1S practical. 

Use of site and vicinity by harvested speciPs 
is heavy [e.g., nOJre than 10~ of the stock 
for the region migrates past or uses ;ite 
as spawnin~. nursery, wintering or feeding 
grounds] Mitigation may be technically 
impractical. 

Habitat of the site and vicinity is not known 
to be used for aquatic study 

Habitat of the Site and V1Cl01ty used for 
aquatic study Infrequently [e.g., less than 
TOO man days/year] 

Habitat of the site and vicinity used for 
aquatic study routinely [e.g., greater than 
100 man days/year]. 



SITING CONCERNS ASSOCIATED WITH TERRESTRIAL ECOLOGY 

The dominant type of impact that nuclear power plant construction and 
operation is likely to have on plants and animals of the area is the 
destruction or disruption of habitat necessary for their survival. To a 
lesser extent the gaseous (cooling tower) and liquid effluents may be of 
concern because of biocides, other chemicals and localized increases in 
humidity (fog). 

As in the case of aquatic species, the level of concern at various 
candidate sites will be associated with the perceived "worth'' of the 
plants and animals that occupy the site. This "worth" can be determined 
in a relative manner for site selection and mitigation purposes by focusing 
on: (1) the presence of species harvested by man-- in this case the game 
animals and especially those with high recreational and/or commercial 
value (farming is considered under the land Use Section), (2) the presence 
of endangered species of plants and animals, and (3) the presence of 
unusual habitats, especially those of strategic importance to wild plants 
and animals (breeding areas, winter range, migration routes, etc.). 

These three fundamental concerns are discussed further in the following 
sections and Table 2 identifies the RLI that should be useful for the 
comparison of candidate sites. 

GAME ANIMALS 

Game animals can sometimes provide an important source of revenue and 
outdoor recreational activities to the people of the region (county). 
Sometimes this resource has social values that are far out of proportion 
to their monetary value and can thus be of substantial concern especially 
if mitigation is not a likely recourse. If such game animals are not 
present in significant quantity, then the level of concern for this 
feature will automatically be low. If they are present, but their 
abundance is about the same as that in the rest of the region then the 
level of concern will be moderate and the possibility of mitigation to 
preserve some harvest ~1ill likely be taken into account. If the site area 
provides exceptionally good hunting (much better than that to be found ·in 
the surrounding area) then the level of concern will be relatively high 
and some steps to preserve the harvest would probably need to be taken. 

As in the case of the aquatic species, it should be possible to determine 
the relative level of concern with RLI that relates just to the game 
species. Although other plants and animals will obviously need to be 
present to support resident game species, little data about the food 
organisms is apt to be available from Rll sources and its usefulness in 
classifying the sites is questionable. Some game species may be 
harvested from a site that are present only briefly during migration -
waterfowl for example. In such cases there is negligible impact of the 
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site on the wildlife, but there may nevertheless be some concern by 
hunters who are deprived of an accustomed hunting area. Table 2 provides 
suggestions for comparing candidate sites on the basis of RLI. 

Game resources of ordinary significance are almost always managed by a 
state game agency that keeps records of the numbers of animals killed in 
management areas (e.g., counties). Generally the game resource is sub
divided into such categories as big game, small game, upland game birds 
and migratory waterfowl. Records of their harvest are published and 
provide a useful basis for judging whether or not game animals are an 
important consideration at candidate sites. Game biologists and game 
protectors (wardens) responsible for regions of interest are also excellent 
sources of RLI. 

ENDANGERED SPECIES 

The Endangered Species Act of 1973 provides nationwide protection for 
the continued existence of plants and animal species whose populations 
are so small that they are in danger of becoming extinct due to jeopardies 
imposed by environmental changes induced by man. 

Threatened and endangered species are listed by the Department of Interior, 
Fish and Wildlife Service and are published in the Federal Register 13 . 

Some endangered species are well known and are the object of intensive 
study; i.e., the whooping crane, American bald eagle, California condor. 
Some species are protected in special refuges; i.e., Columbian white
tailed deer. As a general rule endagered plants are not so well known 
as are vertebrate animals and information concerning their geographic 
extent, local distribution and life histories is mostly in the specialized 
botanical literature. 

For RLI purposes there is enough published information to tell whether 
or not endangered animal species are likely to be present at a particular 
site and to tell whether or not such species are breeding residents, 
migrants or occasional visitors. Plant species are generally more 
difficult to assess because of less information. Nevertheless, by 
examining the available literature a judgment can usually be made as to 
whether or not a species is likely to be present at a particular site on 
the basis of habitat descriptions. 

Sources of information, other than the literature, are museums and 
herbaria that house collections of animals and plants which include 

13 For example: U.S. Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife 
Service. 11 Threatened or Endangered Fauna and Flora.'' Federal 
Register, 40:127, July 1, 1975. 
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preserved specimens of endangered species. Such specimens ordinarily 
have information as to the collecting location and ancillary information 
as to habitat type and other supportive data. 

UNIQUE HABITAT 

The sites of most nuclear power plants are selected as near as feasible 
to load centers and water bodies that are relatively large so that 
adequate cooling is assured. These incentives tend to eliminate sites in 
ecologically "pristine" regions. On the other hand, the need to avoid 
population centers because of safety reasons encourages siting in out
of-the-way locations and usually on acreages that have not previously 
been built upon. Such acreages may have remn~nt stands of vegetation and 
animal populations that are representative of native conditions that have 
almost completely disappeared because of man's activities; i.e., agri
culture or urban development. 

Small acreages of potential concern relative to site selection are those 
that have natural heritage, educational, or scientific values or that 
may be acreages that have special value to biota as breeding grounds, 
migration resting (i.e.,for waterfowl and songbirds), or as habitat that 
provides forage at certain critical seasons of the year (i.e., winter 
range). 

Other landscape features of unusual concern are those that attract wild 
animals from a wide geographic area and concentrate populations into a 
relatively few acres for short periods of time. At these times the 
populations are especially vulnerable. Some examples of such animal 
concentrations are at small ponds and seeps that are breeding grounds for 
amphibians, the booming grounds of sagegrouse and prairie chickens, sandy 
beaches for sea turtle egg-laying and the relatively snow-free, low 
altitude acreages used as winter range by game animals. Sometimes tall 
trees are selected by hawks and eagles as nest sites and the same nest may 
be used year after year. With early recognition of such features, plant 
layout and design can usually avoid damage or help protect such habitats. 

Sources of i nforma ti on are the pub 1 i cations of eco 1 ogi s ts on the facu lt·i es 
of state and private universities and colleges, state game department 
publications or the publications of state departments of natural resources 
and conservation groups such as the Audubon Society and the Nature 
Conservancy. 
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TABLE 2, Siting Concerns Associated with Terrestrial Ecology 

Concern 

Harvest of 
game <mimals 
I'IOy be 
d1minished 

I I. Endangered 
spec1es may be 
destroyed 

li!.Uoique 
habitat may 
be eliminated 

Evaluotion 
Criteria 

Mognitude 
of the 
harvest 

Portion of 
regional 
harvest 
toat 1S 
bagged on 
the site 

Presence of 
endongered 
species 

'"" I"llportance 
of s1te 
habitat to 
their 

cu 

Records of the 
kinds ond amounts 
of game harvested 
in the vicinity 
of the site and 
1n region 

Records of the 
amount of hunting 
done in the area; 
e g., hunter days 

Hunting regula
tions specific to 
the area 

Lists of endan
gered species for 
th~ >tate or 
reg1on 

Reported 
observations of 
endongered 
species at the 
s1te or in the 

perpetuot1on region 

PresencP ,, 
habitat " 'trateg1c 
importance 

" biota 

?resence "' habitat oC 
<;pecial 
vo lue 
because oC 
natural 
heritage, 
educat1onal 

"" sci en-
t ific "'' 
Uniqueness 

"' '"' site 
habitat '" relotion 

'" '"' region " " whole 

SpecifiC 
literoture on 
range and 
habnat of 
endangered 
species 

Record> or otner 
verification ,, 
'"' site " ' special concen· 
tration a reo '" populations of 
~ild animols; 
i.e., breeding 
grounds " ~inter range, 
etc. 

Records ,, "'" ,, 
'"' strategic 

habitat '"" educational, 
sc1entific oc 
recreotional 
purposes other 
than hunting; 
1.e., bird 
watchinq, photo 
graphy, "' man-days, 
student oc class 
hours, etc. 

Data Source 

Publications and records 
in the state and regional 
off1ces of the stote game 
management agency and the 
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Serv. 

Interviews with game 
biologists and wardens 

Office of Endangered 
Species, DOl 

Federol Register 

Lis~s issued by indiv1dua.l 
states 

Botanical and Zoological 
literature 

Museum specimens 

Herbanum specimens 

Consultation wHh 
specialists 

Conservation literature, 
Audubon Soc., Nature Con· 
servancy, state publica
tions concerning parks 
and outdoor recreation, 
nongame species programs 
administered by game 
departnlents 

Foculty and staff of 
colleges & universities 
with courses in ecology, 
wildlife management, range 
management or forestry 

State conservation agencies 

U.S. Fi,;h & Wildlife 
Serv1 ce 
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Distinguishing Features 

The site is not used for h,mt1ng of 
resident game species, or is used 
only for the hunting of spec1es migrat
ing through the region; e.g., waterfowl 

The site provides hunt1n9 for resident 
species to about the same extent as the 
rest of the county; mitigation is 
practical. 

The site provides exceptionally good 
hunting for the resident species (one 
measure of "exceptionally good" would 
be >51 of the harve>t of a species for 
the county os a whole). Mitigotion 
activities not technically feasible. 

No record of endangered spec1es on the 
site & habitat of site is not uniquely 
valuable for endangered species. 

The site harbors endangered species a.s 
migrants or occasional visitants. 
Mit1gotion activities likely to be 
succeS>ful 

The site harbors endangered species as 
pennanent residents or as breedin~ 
residents. Mitigations activities 
ore difficult 

The Site does not harbor unique hobitats 

The site does harbor some unique habi tdt 
but the plant would not 5ubstantially 
reduce the regional availability of such 
habitat. Mitigation is techn;cally 
feasible and practical 

The site consists largely of unique 
habitat and comprises most of such 
habitat in the county or >tate. 
Mitigation activities may be difficult. 



SITING CONCERNS ASSOCIATED WITH LAND USE 

Land use conflicts can make otherwise attractive power station sites or 
necessary access corridors legally unavailable. Even when such conflicts 
do not pose legal barriers they can lead to intense public controversy 
which may increase costs, create delays. and may ultimately make the 
site impractical. During the reconnaissance level assessment of a 
number of candidate sites the potential for land use conflicts at each 
site should be examined. Both the potential for direct displacement of 
especially valued land uses and the possibility of indirect interference 
with adjacent land uses should be considered. Generally, sufficient RLI 
will be available to allow assessments of the potential presence or 
absence of conflicts. More quantitative estimates of the degree of 
conflict may need to be considered during a later stage of the siting 
process. 

DISPLACEMENT OF LAND USES 

The most obvious source of conflicts is the potential displacement of 
other land uses of recognized special value. Parks, wilderness areas, 
wild river shoreline and similar publicly owned areas dedicated to a 
specific use are of greatest concern. These areas have been recognized 
for their unique values. Purchase of such lands for power plant use is 
generally impossible without the passage of new legislation and even 
easements may be extremely difficult to obtain. Not all public lands 
pose such serious conflicts, however. Multiple use areas such as national 
forests, lands administered by the Bureau of Land Management, and some 
state school lands may more readily permit easements or even land 
exchanges. At this time, only rarely are lands held in public ownership 
for the expressed purpose of energy development. Examples include the 
reservations managed by the U.S. Department of Energy and "banked" sites 
acquired by some states for future power siting. Generally, RLI will be 
adequate to identify the location and type of publicly owned lands 
within candidate sites or transmission corridors. In this report, sites 
are compared on the basis of whether public lands are present and the 
probable level of concern associated with their use for nuclear power 
station construction. At the reconnaissance level assessment stage, 
estimates of difficulty in obtaining ownership or easements may be based 
on the current uses of the land and the charter of its administering 
agency without necessitating negotiations with that agency for easements 
or possible land exchangel 4 • 

14See, for example, the Multiple Use and Sustained Yield Act of 1970 -
U.S. Forest Service; The Federal Land Pol icy and ~1anagement Act of 
1976-U.S. Bureau of land Management; The Wilderness Act; The National 
Trails Systems Act. 
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Candidate sites involving private lands of recognized historical, 
archeological, architectural, scenic, cultural, or natural value may 
face fewer legal barriers than sites involving comparable public lands 
but the potential for conflicts and delays still exist. In conducting 
the reconnaissance level assessment of candidate sites, comparison 
can be based on the presence/absence of such valued private lands and 
the degree to which their unique values can be protected or would be 
preempted by power development. It may be possible, for example, to 
provide protection for an archeological dig by including it within the 
power station exclusion zone. 

Zoning and other local land use restrictions that may constrain siting 
are more difficult to identify but may be somewhat more flexible than 
the conflicts posed by dedicated lands. These restrictions vary greatly 
by state and locality. Table 3 (reproduced from the Seventh Annual 
Report of the CEQ)l5 summarizes land use programs by state, as of 1976. 
The special powers of states with an approved coastal zone management 
program are described in the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972. As 
suggested in Table 4, after identifying the operative state land use 
program(s) the appropriate state agencies must be contacted to assess 
the applicability of each program to each candidate site. State Depart
ments of Natural Resources can provide more up-to-date information on 
land use programs than that contained in Table 3. The suggested determin
ations for assessing candidate sites include an intermediate category 
for sites not presently included in any local zoning. This category 
allows the identification of sites where plant construction, though not 
presently prohibited, is probably a major departure from other area land 
uses and therefore where increased levels of public controversy are 
predictable. 

EFFECTS ON NEARBY LANDS 

Indirect effects of nuclear power plants on nearby land uses may take 
three forms: disruption of adjacent uses by clouds, fog, or salt drift 
from cooling towers; aesthetic impairment of nearby areas via noise or 
visual incongruity; or depression of adjacent residential land values. 
(Safety-related issues are not considered in this description of environ
mental concerns.) These indirect effects are of concern at the recon
naissance stage of plant siting because if such interferences with 
nearby land uses do not emerge until a single preferred site has been 
selected significant delays may result or significant extra costs may be 
added to mitigate such undesirable impacts. RLI should, therefore, 
attempt to flag those candidate sites at which the potential for such 
conflicts appears greatest. Table 4 suggests that potential indirect 

Isu.s. Council on Environmental Quality. 
Seventh Annual Report of the Council on 
Sept. 1976, pp. 68-69. 
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effects be searched for within the likely "zone of influence" around the 
potential plant site. The width of this zone will vary depending on 
local meteorology. topography, the extent, type, and location of vegetation 
cover, and the nature of adjacent land uses. A site visit and study of 
local meteorology should determine the zone of influence and identify 
the presence of potentially impacted land use within it. If this is not 
practical at the reconnaissance stage, a five mile zone of influence may 
be a useful estimate in lieu of site-specific data. The area of possible 
influence on residential land values is even more indefinite than that 
for visual or fogging effects. Table 4 suggests that assuming a two 
mile zone of influence may serve as a useful rule of thumb for comparative 
purposes. Because such rules of thumb reflect "typical" sites, they 
should be used with flexibility. Site-specific information, particularly 
topography. prevailing winds, and vegetative cover may lead to identifi
cation of zones of influence either larger or smaller than those suggested 
here. 

The distinguishing features suggested in Table 4 for classifying candidate 
sites on the basis of the potential for indirect land use effects is 
based solely on the presence or absence of potentially affected land 
uses within the zone of influence. Estimates of the extent of impact. 
such as the percent crop damage from salt drift, the percent of increase 
in fog experienced at transportation facilities or the amount of change 
in real estate values will not likely be needed for reconnaissance level 
comparisons. These more quantitative measures may be useful later in 
the site selection process when the top candidates are being compared to 
select a prime site, and will be required for benefit/cost analyses at 
the proposed site. 
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TABLE 3. 

State 

Alabama 
Alas'• 
Amo~a 

Ar..,ansas 
Calrlorma 

State Land Use Program 

Compr~hen
sove perm•! 
syslem• 

Coordrnated 
oncremental• 

' 
' 
' 

Manrlato.-y 
local 

plann•ng• 

Coost.O I Wetlands I Power 
m~~:~e- manaqe plant i 

rnent' mont' -I Srt•n9' 

' ' ' 
' ' ' ' ' ' 

' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 

' " ' 

X X X X X!A 

Designa-] DrHeren- Flood-
Iron ot lral as- plain 
e<itocal 1 sessment ' manage-

areas• laws• 

1

, ___ :":"''' 

' 

l -- A 

' " 
' ' ' 

' c 

• 
" • i 
A. C 1 

' 
' 

Statew,\e 
SMre
lands 
Act' 

' 

Colorado 
Connectocut 
Delawore 
floroda 
(;eorg1a 

Hawa" 
ldoho 
ll'onoos 
Indo ana 
Iowa 

·---·- !-______: __ -- ----+--cc'-'~·--.:c'_+----+-"'"· "'-+---
X X X X X X 

-----1.-~t----" . 
' 

Kansas 
Kentuc•v 
LOUISoana 

M"'ne 
Maryland 

Massacnuset\s: 
Mrchogan 
M"onesota 

M'"'"'''D' 
MISSOUrt 

Montana 
"•braska 
'<ev~Ja 

"'' Hampshire 
'<ew Jersey 

New Me<oco 

New Yor~ I 
NQrth CaroliM 
North Dakota 
:;lh10 I 

' 

:::>klahoma --t ----
Jre~on 
Ponnsylvanoa 
Rhode Island 
South Corol1na 

South Dakota 
Tenne.,eo 
Te<as 

' 

' 

' ' • 

' 
' 

' 

X (LTO) 

• 
' ' 

' 

' 
' I 

' 
' ' 
' ' • • 

• 
' • 

' ' 

' 

' 
' ' 
' 

' 
' " '" ' " 

' 
' ' 
• 
' 

' ' 

• I 
X X X I 

·~--'-'---~-'----'---_;_- ----i-
' ' • 
' 

'· " ' 

' • • 

' 
" 
" c 

" 

" " • 
~.c 

i 

! 

X X ' I B 
-~--~~~--~-4-~-r 

' • I 
• 
' 

' 
' 

' : r~r 
• 
' ' • • 
' • • 

' 

I 
• : 

' ' " 
I ' 

r----x: 

' ' ' 

' ' 

' ' ' ' 
• 
' 

' • 

Utah 
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•State has authority to requlfe permots Tor certam types ol development_ 
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c State reou~res local governments to establosh a mechanosm lor tan~ use planning (e.g., zon1ng. comprehonsove plan, ptanmng commossion). 
' State 1s oart1copatong In the federally funded coastal zone management program autho,zed by tM Coast at Zone Management Act of 1972_ 
• State has authonty to plan or review local plans and the al>ohty to control land use on the wetlands. 
r State has autho"tY to determone the sot1ng of powerplanl< and oelat<'d facll1toes. 
• State has statutory author~ty to regulate surface mo nes. (A) State has adooted rut .. and regulatiOn$: {B) State hu ISSue~ technical guidelinu. 
• St•le has established rules. or 1s on the process of estabt1sh1n~ rules. regulations. and gu,del,nes lor the 1dentifocat1on and designation of area• of 

Ofllocal state concern {e.g, env"onmentally fragile areas, areas of hiStorocal signif,cance)_ 
State has adopted o tax measure wh1ch IS desogned to gioe property to>< reheftoowne,. of agr~cullural or opon space lands. {A) Preferential Assessment 

Program Assessment of ehgoole land <S hosed upon a selected formula, which's usually use value. (B) Deferred Ta.at1on: Assessment oleltgible land 1s 
~ased upon a selected formula, which os usually use value and provodes lor a sanct1on, usually the payment of back taxes, o! the lond is converted to a non
el,g•blo usP. (C) flestflct1ve Agreement<: Ellq,ble land os a55essed at ots use '"lue:there,. a requ~rement that the owner .,gn a contract. and a sanct1on, 
usuo11y \he payment of back to•es 11 the owner violates the terms of the agreement. 

'State hos legos1atoon authoriZing the regulatiOn o! ltoo~otaons_ 
• State hasleg1slaMn authomong the regulation of shorelands of 519n1hCantl>odoes ol water_ 

Source: Seventh Annual Report of the Council on Environmental Quality. 
pp. 68-69. 
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TABLE 4. Siting Concerns Associated with Land Use 
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JlStlngu\Sillrog Feature> 

~bsence of publ lC I ards Wl thin s 1 te or 
corridors, or power sit1ng 15 a 
speclflcially authorized use of an_, 
public lands present. 

Multiple use puolic la"d' pre'·'nt; 
easements or sale""' be ~OS>10;e 

Publlt l•nds oed1cateJ to >pec1'!'1c 
incompatlbl~ "'"'present, easen~ents 
or sale h1ghly unlikely. 

Absence of pri'"te lands wlth sud, 
identified values. 
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s lte 
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screened {or closer thdE· l mile from 
site). 
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2 mi I es. 
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V15ui!lly <oreened from site 

Residential area withlrl 2 ~nil"' and oat 
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SITING CONCERNS ASSOCIATED WITH WATER USE AND QUALITY 

Three possible effects of nuclear power plant operation on water use and 
quality are of concern in the preliminary assessment of candidate sites: 
interference with other water users, interference with navigation, and 
degradation of water quality. Considerations related to safety (i.e., 
adequacy of supply, radioactive liquid effluents and plant siting with 
respect to floods) are not addressed in this description of environmental 
concerns. Considerations of possible water use and water quality impacts 
apply to both surface and ground waters but the focus here is on surface 
water because nuclear plants do not necessarily require ground water and 
their wastes can be handled so that degradation of ground water is 
avoided. The distinctive features suggested for assessing sites are 
described qualitatively to allow for the variety of data that may be 
available at the reconnaissance stage. Some quantitative measures are 
suggested as examples of the kind of RLI data that should be useful for 
comparative assessment purposes. 

I'ATER USE CONFLICTS 

Although all of the candidate sites must have a water supply that is 
adequate to meet plant needs, there is the associated concern that 
necessary withdrawals for plant use under low flow conditions may interfere 
with the rights of other water users. Tl1e potential for such inter
ference should be assessed during site selection. The rights of other 
water users are defined by each state•s water laws. In general, there 
are two main doctrines of water law -- riparian and appropriation. Each 
state has developed its own unique shadings within these broad doctrines, 
however, so the specific laws of the state in question must be consulted 
to complete the site assessment and comparison. Water laws for each 
state as of 1973 are summarized in a report of the National Water 
Commission 16. In states following the appropriation doctrine, an 
exclusive right to the consumptive use of a specified volume of water 
can be obtained. Thus, in these states it is sufficient to determine 
whether or not there remains enough unappropriated water in the source 
stream under low flow conditions to meet plant needs. In riparian 
doctrine states no such exclusive right to consume water is obtainable. 
Thus, the assessment of the potential for interference with other users, 
or for degradation of downstream water quality due to reduced flows, 
must be based on the assumption that if only a minor portion of the stream 
flow under low-flow conditions is used by the power plant, conflicts are 
unlikely. Table 5 suggests that 10% of the low flow may be a useful 
criterion for identifying candidate sites as ones that are unlikely to 

16A Summary-Digest of State Water Laws. A Report of the National ~Jater 
Commission. U.S. Government Printing Office. 1973. 
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interfere with other users. Similarly, use of more than 20% of the low 
flow, while not a conclusive indication of conflict, suggests that the 
potential at such sites is greater than elsewhere and the site should be 
identified accordingly. Low flow data for such assessment is readily 
available for most surface streams from the U.S. Geological Survey 17 • 

Comparable data on supportable ground water withdrawal rates may be more 
difficult to obtain and in some cases assessment of the potential for 
conflict may need to be made subjectively without using quantitative 
rules of thumb such as those suggested in the matrix. 

RISKS TO NAVIGATION 

Potential risks to navigation may develop if it is necessary to locate 
intake or discharge structures in channels that are necessary or preferred 
by ships and pleasure craft. Such hazards must be mitigated in order to 
receive approval from the Coast Guard and/or Army Corps of Engineers 18 

but sites at which there is no traffic or where navigation aids will not 
be needed have the lowest level of concern. 

Possible fogging is potentially more difficult to mitigate. Mechanical 
draft cooling and, to a lesser extent, once through cooling can create 
local fog under adverse meteorological conditions. This may be of minor 
importance where ships are accustomed to encountering fog, but it may be 
a more serious issue where traffic is heavy and suitable navigation aids 
are not ordinarily used. RLI should suffice to identify sites where 
detailed study will be required to properly evaluate this issue. 

WATER QUALITY 

Water quality concerns of importance in the reconnaissance level assess
ment of alternative sites are typically limited to the discharge of 
heated water, or biocides and corrosion inhibitors concentrated in 
cooling tower blowdown. The amount of such discharges must meet state 
and/or federal standards designed to protect water supplies, aquatic 
life, and other water uses. These standards, and existing water quality, 
are considered by state or federal Environmental Protection Agencies in 
issuing water quality certifications and permits under the National 

I7See, for example, the annual Water-Data Report published for each state 
by the U.S. Geological Survey. 

lBThe authorities and responsibilities of the Corps of Engineers and the 
Coast Guard are set forth in the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 
(33 USC 401 et. seq.), and the Ports and Waterways Safety Act of 1972 
(33 USC 1221-1227; 46 USC 39la). 
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Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 19 • The distinguishing 
features for assessing candidate sites suggested in Table 5 are based on 
an estimate of the possible difficulty that may be encountered in obtaining 
certification. Such an estimate of difficulty may be obtained by 
comparing both existing and post-operational water quality conditions to 
the appropriate standards. As indicated in Table 5, the RLI required 
includes: estimates of plant effluent concentrations and discharge 
rates, applicable water quality standards, existing water quality, and 
minimum flow conditions. As the table indicates, candidate sites are 
comparatively less desirable (Class C) if water quality problems already 
exist or if problems may be created upon the addition of power station 
discharges (combined with any reductions in flow caused by station 
consumptive water use). Under some circumstances water quality certifi
cation for a site may be difficult to obtain even though resulting 
effluent concentrations are below applicable standards. These circum
stances include pristine waters in which no degradation may be acceptable, 
or power station sites that would draw water from one water body and 
discharge it into a different one thus altering the chemical and thermal 
characteristics of the receiving waters. Sites where such·special 
circumstances exist should be considered Class C sites for this criterion. 

Although the radiological and non-radiological effluents from nuclear 
power stations must meet standards designed to protect public health and 
other water uses, there may be added public concern if effluents are 
discharged near existing municipal water supply intakes or bathing 
beaches. Industries requiring water of especially high quality may also 
be affected if construction of the power station would force them to 
pretreat their intake water. One way of assessing the potential for 
conflicts is to compare the size of such withdrawals to low flow conditions, 
as suggested in Table 5. The location of nearby intake structures and 
the uses they serve are considered in detail as a part of the safety 
review but their existence should be flagged early in the site Selection 
process because of the potential for later controversy. Any such 
intakes or beaches located within the mixing zone for power station 
effluents should be noted. 

1 ~See Section 40l(a) and 402, respectively, of the Federal Water 
Pollution Control Act (33 USC 1251 et. seq.). 
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TABLE 5. Siting Concerns Associ a ted with Water Use and Quality 

L 

Concern 

Plont wdter 
use may 
interfere with 
rights of 
other water 
u>ers 

I I. Plarrt mdy 
interfere with 
nav190tiun 

Evaluation 
Cri teri o 

Potential 

'" conflict 
under low 
flow 
cond1t1ons 
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nozdrd to 
wo ter 
traffic 

Bas1c water law 
aoctrine of state 

Source of plont 
cooling woter 

Plont water use 
rate 1n cfs 

For streoms, 
doy overage, 
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flow in cfs 

for ground woter, 
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portablf with
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L L> 

Toto I of present 
appropri d t 1 ons 
from source 
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shrpprnq or.d 
recreat1onal 
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(e.g., wlt"in one 
~i 1 e I 
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and nav1~at1on 
cond1t'ons 

Hl>turical 
frequ~ncy 

of fog 

Eos tuna te of 
possible 
increased fog 
frequ~ncy due 
to cooling 
system drift 

Probable 
locatiOn of 
plarrt woter 
intakes and 
outfalls 

Dota Source 

Not'l Water ConrniSSlon, A 
Surrona~t of State 
WateCLaws {1973); or State 
De~a tura I 'tesnuces 

Plant design, 
referencoble NRC report 

U.S. Geologico! Survey 
regional office; or State 
Dept. of Naturol Resources 

StHe Engineer, Dept. of 
Natural Resources, or other 
state agency administering 
water rights 

U.S. Coa>t Guard and L".S 
Anny Corps of Eng r neers 

U.S. Coast Guard and U.S. 
weather records from 
appropriate National 
Weather SHvlCe reporting 
>tatrons 

Consulting meteorologi>ts 
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DistinguiShing Features 

Water source is ocean or estuary; or 
plant use is unlikely to affect other 
users even under low flow conditiOns 
(e.g., use is less than 10% of 7 day 
10 year low flow, less than lOl of 
supportable ground water withdnwal 
rate or in appropriation doctrine 
states, less than remaining unaJpro
priated stream flow at ~ow flow). 

Plant use miqht possibly effect other 
users or supply is uncertain (e.g., 
plant use 10-20% of stream low flow 
or sustainable ground wilter wHhdrawal 
rate; or in appropnatwn doctrine 
states, ava i lobi 11 ty of unappropna ted 
water unknown). 

Strong possibility of effects OIL other 
u>ers under low flow co"d1tions or 
assured supply inadequate (e.g. plant 
use >20~ of low flow or s~stawilble 
groundwater withdrawal rate; or, in 
appropriation doctrine states, plant 
requ i remen ts exceed unappropn a ted 
supply available at low flow) Storage 
reservoir may be required to pr<·vent 
"ndes1rable effect>. 

No COfiJilercial sh1pp1ng and only ·ninor 
recreationdl boat>ng (e.g .. les:. than 
5:1 pnvate boats per doy Dast s· te 
during busie5t three month period). 

(OfiJilerClal snipping or s1gnrficont 
recreational bQating (e.g., '50 boat\ 
per doy past site) but 1ntakes and 
outfalls can probably be locatec so 
that aids to navigation are not 
necessary and no 1ncrease in foo 
frequency expected. ' 

Cofllllercial shipping or significant 
recreational boating (e.g., ,>50 boats 
per day past site) and either naviga
tion aids w1ll probably be requ1rea or 
Increase in fog frequency expected. 



TABLE 5. Continued 

Concern 

!!!.Plant <effluents 
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water quality 
for otner uses 

Evaluatlon 
Cr·tena 

Probabi 1 1 ty 
that water 
qual1 ty 
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w1 11 be 
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bath in~ 
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neor the 
site 

Estimotes of 
plant effluents 
( concentra t 1 on 
and volume), 
espec1ally 
waste heat, 
corrosion 
inhib1tors, 
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~p;Jlicable 
s':ate water 
q•"ality 
standuds •or 
recei vi nq 
waters 

Pre>ence/ 
ab>ence of 
existing 
·~ater qudllty 
problems ir. 
receiving 
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M1mmu~ flow 
conditions 
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low flow Jr 
hl,torical 
:l\lnimum flow) 

Efflue•ll 
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~ocation, volume, 
and ena use of 
large woter 
withdrawals 
with1n the mix1r1~ 
zone for olant 
effl•"ent> 

~·Hnl'llUm flow 
cond1twns (I day-
10 year low flnw 
or h,;torkal 
m1ni~um flow) 

Plant design or crtable 
NRC report 

State Environmental 
Protection Agency 

Stote EPA, I:.S EPA 
nver biJ>ln water 
"uality status 
reports, regional 
off•ces of 'J.S. CPA 
·~at' I Eom1ronmento" 
Pr;ifile (1979). 

U.S. Geolog1cal 
S•.rvey local or 
nq10ndl office. 
Annudl USGS Water
Data Repj!"!fnr state 

Stote engineer or water 
rights adm1n1stering 
agency, s1te iw,pectlon 

U.S. Geological Survey 
local or regional 
office; annual USGS 
Wato:.r-nato _Report 
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Class C'st'n']UlSr,lrHJ FeoLrcs 

No identified exlStirlg wat~r quo11ty 
problems and stondords w1 II not be 
e>ceeded assuming min1mum flow con
ditions and plant effluents added to 
curren~ concentrations 

:~o 1dent1f1ed existing woter quality 
nroDlem; but addition of plant 
effluents estimated to rai<e existir.g 
lt'veh to near standards una~r lo~ 
flow cond1tions 

O<Jstlny water ouality proDle111s 
reloted co water te~perature or 
POSS1bl~ con>tituents of plant effluent; 
or add1tion nf plant effluents would 
ra1se levels above standard' under low 
fluw ('QnJit1ons; or recew1ng water' 
are of pristine qihll1ty and no degrodil
tio" "allowable; or use of water 
obtained from outSlde the rece1v1ng water 
:>as in results 10 d1Scharge of water of 
d1ffer1ng couacterlStlCS thon those 
normally encountered "' rece1vinq waters 

l~o otner mojor water withdrawals 
(e.g., >10% of minimum flow), or 
beaches near Slte (e.g .• w1thin 
mhing zone). 

Other •naJor 1ndustnal water 
w1thdrawal> near Slt€ but their woter 
quolity require111ents are not severe. 
~o nearby mumc1pal withdrawols or 
beoches. 

Other major industrial or municipdl 
water withdrowals with stnct water 
quality requirements or beaches near site 
(e.g • wlthin mixing lOne) 



SITING CONCERNS ASSOCIATED WITH SOCIO-ECONOMICS 

Potential socio-economic impacts on communities in the vicinity of 
candidate sites must also be considered at the RLI stage of site selection. 
The magnitude of the potential impacts is a function of the numbers and 
characteristics of workers and their families moving into project area 
communities, the capability of the communities for accommodating the 
influx and the ability of transportation systems to move people and 
materials in and out of the site itself. 

Socio-economic impacts tend to be greater in sparsely populated rural 
and isolated areas than in densely settled urban areas. This socio
economic consideration is thus in contrast with safety aspects that tend 
to favor remote areas over ones that are densely populated. The impacts 
resulting from the influx of workers will be felt most during the phase 
when large numbers of construction workers and their families move into 
nearby communities. Economic impacts are apt to occur during the transition 
between construction and operation as the large construction work force 
is no longer needed and is replaced by a much smaller operations staff. 
The consequences can include substantial unemployment, outmigration and 
at least temporary excess housing and capacity in other public facilities 
and loss of service revenues. Compared with the construction phase, 
much lower concerns are associated with the long term operating phase 
because only a few hundred workers are present and these are permanent 
residents ~Jith incomes typical of management and high technology. Also, 
tax revenues from the operating facility ordinarily become available to 
local communities after start-up. 

Potential i~pacts associated with the construction phase include2 D: 

1 Shortages of housing; 

1 Inflationary rentals or prices; 

1 Congestion of local streets and highways; 

1 Noise and temporary aesthetic disturbances; 

1 Overloading of water supply and sewage treatment facilities; 

• Crowding of local schools, hospitals or other public 
facilities; 

1 Overtaxing of community services; 

ZOf•1ost of these are 1 is ted in Regulatory Guide 4.2, Section 8.2 as 
temporary external costs. 
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1 The disruption of people 1 S lives or the local community 
caused by acquisition of land for the proposed site; 

1 Fiscal strain due to the timing or absence of tax 
revenues generated by the project; 

1 Increased conflict among various groups within the community 
due to the project as a whole and its specific impacts; 

1 Pressures for increased wage levels for nonproject workers; and 

1 Pirating of skilled workers from nonproject employers. 

Potential long term impacts (external costs} are listed in Regulatory 
Guide 4.2 as: 

1 Impairment of recreational values (e.g., reduced availability 
of desired species of wildlife and sport fish, restrictions 
on access to land or water areas preferred for recreational 
use); 

1 Deterioration of aesthetic and scenic values, restrictions 
on access to areas of scenic, historic, or cultural interest; 

1 Degradation of areas having historic, cultural, natural, or 
archeological value; 

1 Removal of land from present or contemplated alternative 
uses; 

1 Creation of locally adverse meteorological conditions (e.g., 
fog and plumes from cooling towers, cooling lakes and ponds}; 

1 Creation of noise, especially by mechanical draft cooling 
towers; 

1 Reduction of regional products due to displacement of 
persons from the land proposed for the site; 

1 Lost income from recreation or tourism that may be 
impaired by environmental disturbances; 

• Lost income of commercial fishermen attributable to environ
mental degradation; 
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• Decrease in real estate values in areas adjacent to the 
proposed facility; and 

1 Increased cost to local governments for the services 
required by the permanently employed workers and their 
families. 

While all of the external costs need to be considered for the proposed 
site, some of them are more useful than others for assessing and comparing 
alternative sites. Many of those listed for the operating phase have 
been addressed in the preceeding sections of this report. For recon
naissance level assessment and comparison of sites, the socio-economic 
concerns associated with the construction phase, especially factors over 
which the applicant has but little control (e.g., the influx of the 
construction labor force), will be most significant. Final comparisons 
of alternative sites that have similar demographic characteristics may 
also require the review of potential post construction impacts in order 
to assess whether or not one site has obviously inferior or superior 
fep.tures. 

For reconnaissance level comparison of sites, two basic factors have 
been selected as indices of potential socio-economic problems that may 
develop during the construction phase. One is the capacity of nearby 
communities to accommodate the construction and induced work force; the 
other is the capacity of the road system to handle the commuters and the 
heavy materials that must be brought to the site. Additional economic 
features will have to be considered for proposed sites. Since some of 
the long term impacts listed above have been included in the land Use 
section of this report, they are not repeated here. Others are more 
appropriate as a part of a comprehensive benefit/cost analysis and are 
not included in Table 6 for the purpose of early site comparison. 

INFLUX OF CONSTRUCTION WORKERS 

The impact of a large construction labor force on the infrastructure of 
nearby communities that would house and serve the workers is related to 
the existing size of the communities, the number of workers that are 
already present, and the 11 Spare 11 capacity (if any) of housing, facilities 
and services. Obviously, a small community that has no surplus of 
housing or community services will be overwhelmed by the influx of new 
workers, while a large city with a sizable existing labor force and 
extensive facilities for housing and serving people may be impacted only 
lightly. 

There are many different facets of the economy and of the society that 
will experience the impact of the influx. For the purpose of Rll com
parison of sites, Table 6 lists evaluation criteria based on: 
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1 The size of the communities that would house and serve 
the new work force. 

• The proportion of the necessary construction work force that 
already exists within commuting distance. 

• The proportion of the induced workers that already exist 
in the communities that will provide services. 

1 A gross estimate of how much expansion of some key 
facilities (such as housing, schools, and utilities) 
would be required for the "bedroom" communities. 

1 Disruption of unique cultural systems. 

The RLI needed for these criteria and their cources are listed in Table 6. 

STREETS AND HIGHWAYS 

Another major concern is that existing highways and streets may not be 
capable of handling the number of cars used by workers commuting to and 
from work and the number of trucks needed to bring materials to the 
site. Railroads and barge service to the near vicinity of the site may 
alleviate the stress on the access roads. These features have been 
included in Table 6 as additional criteria for assessing sites. 

COSTS 

Monetary costs will be associated with community infrastructure expansion 
in response to the influx of workers and their families. Although these 
costs can be substantial and thus influence site selection, their identifi
cation is overly detailed for early use in site comparisons and they 
have not, therefore, been included in Table 6. Typically, such costs 
occur far in advance of revenue receipts and are usually beyond the 
financial capability of most, and especially small, communities. Conse
quently, experience has led some government bodies21 to consider 
negotiated settlements and prepayment in advance of incurred costs. 

21 For example, the State of Washington Energy Facility Site Evaluation 
Council, Olympia. 
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TABLE 6. 

Concern 

I. Influx of 
construction 
workers may 
overwhelm 
local 
corrmun1ties 

I!. Streets and 
highways may 
not be ade
quate to 
hondle 
m;tterials and 
comuters 

Siting Concerns Associated with Socio-economics 

Evaluation 
Criteria "' S1Ze of Populatlons of 

"bedroom" the corrmunities 
comunities within commuting 

Percent of 
construction 
workers 
moving 1nto 
the orea 
(Primary 
work 
force) 

P~rcent of 
induced 
workers 
moving 
into the 
area 

(Secondary 
work force) 

Infra>truc
loadlnq 
[e.g.' 
housing, 
SChoo Is, 
ut1l1ties, 
public ser
vices, 
medical 
services. 
pnvate 
sector 
goods and 
serv1 ces, 
recrea
tion] of 
COimlunities 
expected 
to house 
construc
tion labor 
force 

Unique 
cultural 
systems 

Capacity of 
highways 
leading to 
the site 

dis tann 

Estimates of 
construction 
lobar force needs 

Estimote of 
number of 
construct1on 
workers now 
residing in 
conrnuting 
distance of t~e 
proJeCt site 

Estimates of 
number of 
1nduced workers 
needed becouse of 
construction 
force 

Estimate of number 
of unemployed 
workers already 
residing within 
conlllut1ng distance 

Estll'lates of 
total new 
pupulHion 

Existing over/ 
under capacity of 
1nfrostructure 

Normal growth 
trend for 
COillOUnlty 

f i sea I 
capabil1ty 

Est1mates of 
numbers of 
people 1n unique 
cui tura l systems 
and their 
locat1on(s) 

Vehicle capacity 
on site access 
routes 

Average daily 
traffic counts 
for points 
between site 
and nearby 
COnlllunities 

EstimHed 
increase Ill 
vehicle 
traffic during 
construct lOll 

Existence and 
caoacity of 
ca i I roads and 
waterways 
(barges I 

Data Source 

l'.S. Bureau of the Census 

State and county maps 

Local office state 
employment security dept, 
union holls, bvsine<> 
agents and reg1onal 
planner> 

Historical records of 
similar construction 
prOjects 

H1storical records of 
sim1lar construction 
projects 

Local office of state 
ernp I oyment secur1 ty 
department, regionol 
planning office 

H11t0r1cal records of 
Similar construction pro
Jects and local office 
state employment security 
department 

Cen>us of housing; re~10nol 
real estate assoc1ations 

School adm1n 1strators 

rlealth planning boards 

Utility re~resentative'. 

C 1 ty engineer 

Local and regiOnal planners 

Chambers of Comerce 

Highway district off1ce 

County road maps 

Comunity representatives 

Historical records of 
similar construction 
projects 

Port Jistricts 

U.S. Corps of Engineers 
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" 

D1st1nguishing Features 

Large c1ty nearby (e.g., population 
over 100,000) 

Moderate siled corrmunities (e.g., 25,000 
to 100,000) within coornuting distance 

Sparce population (e.g., less th-•n 
25,000 nearby) 

Most (e.g., over 5D%) of required 
wor~ers already I i ve within 'OOJll•Jt ing 
distonce 

Some (e.g., 2o-50;;) of r~quired workers 
already live in region 

lew (e.g., less than 25~)of requ•red 
worl:ers live in region 

Most or required induced workers already 
available in the area (e.g , 75%• 

Some induced workers alreddy pre'.ent 
(e.g., 25-75'1) 

>ew induceu worker> dlready pre>E·nt 
(e.g., less than 2sn 

,•,o ada1t1onal co~ocity needed. 
cul:ural systems not a distinct 
of the cormunity 

·,lni que 
teature 

Expans 1 oo needed but c :ose to base 1 i ne 
trends. Life style of unique cultural 
systems not adversely cilonged. 

Exuansion needed far exceeds basel1ne 
trends. Unique cultural systems would 
be adversely changed. 

[xi sting highways can handle add1tional 
load without exceeding de>ign capacity 

Existing highways not quile adequlte 
(e.g, capacity will be exceeded )Ut by 
less than 50%) 

Existing capacity will be grossly over 
exceeded (e.g., more than 50%) 



SITING CONCERNS ASSOCIATED WITH INSTITUTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

In order for a site to be used for a nuclear power stations, it must 
meet the requirements not only of the NRC but also of many federal and 
state laws that are administered by other agencies. Some of these laws 
will regularly enter the picture; e.g., the Federal Water Pollution 
Control Act of 1972 and 1977. Others will need to be taken into account 
only for those sites that may impinge upon areas or features that are 
protected by a statute (e.g., a wild and scenic river). t~ost of the 
major institutional requirements related to the environment have been 
addressed to some extent in the preceeding sections by virtue of the 
types of siting concerns selected for RLI consideration. 

Although RLI will be of some value in the development of applications to 
the agencies that administer the acts, it can also be of considerable 
help during the site selection stage by alerting applicants to the 
potential need of special permits, exemptions or variances. In this 
report no attempt has been made to list all of the numerous acts that 
may directly or indirectly influence the approval of a site. To be 
comprehensive such a list would need to cover not only federal legisla
tion, but that of individual states as well. Albeit, the following 
federal acts are ones that frequently impinge on siting decisions: 

PROTECTION OF AQUATIC LIFE, PLANTS AND WILDLIFE 

o The Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972 and 1977 
(33 U.S.C. 1311). This act sets national goals and 
establishes limitations on discharges of pollutants into broadly 
defined navigable waters of the U.S. Important sections 
include: 

a. Sections 301 and 302 set effluent limits. 

b. Sections 208, 303, and 308 - set monitoring standards and 
requirements and require development of state-wide and 
area-wide water quality management plans. 

c. Section 316(a) - allows determinations on exemptions from 
the closed-cycle "requirement" for condenser coolant of the 
new source performance standards for the thermal component 
of discharges. 

d. Section 316(b) - provides for determinations as to design 
of cooling water intake structures. 
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e. Section 40l(a)- requires applicants to provide NRC a 
certification from the State that the proposed facility 
will meet water quality standards (this is a pre
requisite for issuance of NRC's LWA or CP, unless waived). 
Where no State or interstate agency has authority to 
certify, the EPA shall be the certifying agency. 

f. Section 402 - provides for permits covering effluent 
limitations issued under the National Pollution Discharge 
Elimination System (NPDES), issued by the EPA or a per
mitting state. 

g. Section 404 - provides for Corps of Engineers to issue 
permits for discharge of dredged or fill material into 
any navigable water of the U.S. 

o Endangered Species Act of 1973 and 1978 (16 U.S.C. 1531) 
Protects identified threatened and endangered species. 

o Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (1970) (16 U.S.C. 661). 
Promotes interagency coordination in water projects to 
protect fish and wildlife. 

1 Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976 (P.L. 94-265). 
Provides for the preparation of management plans for coastal 
fisheries. 

o Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (1968) (16 U.S.C. 1271). Approval 
required by Dept. of Interior or Dept. of Agriculture if 
project could affect a designated river. 

o Estuarine Areas Study Act (1970) (16 U.S.C. 1221). Provides 
for study and inventory of estuaries, Dept. of Interior 
report on federal projects affecting estuaries. 

1 National Wildlife Refuge System Administration Act of 
1966 (16 U.S. C. 668). Authorizes Dept. of Interior to manage 
and regulate certain wildlife sanctuaries. 

PROTECTION OF LANDS OF SPECIAL VALUE 

o Wilderness Act (1964) (16 U.S.C. 1131) 

o National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (16 U.S.C. 470) 

1 Historic Sites, Buildings, and Antiquities Act of 1935 
(16 u.s.c. 461). 
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1 Archeological and Historic Preservation Act of 1974 
(16 u.s.c. 46g) 

1 Coastal Zone Management Act (lg72) (16 U.S.C. 1451). A 
prerequisite to issuance of NRC's construction permit or 
operating 1 icense is that the NRC receive from a state its 
concurrence with the applicant's certification that the 
proposed activity is consistent with the state's approved 
coastal zone management plan (if any). 

1 Watershed Protection and Flood Preservation Act (1956) 
(16 u.s.c. 1001) 

• Water Bank Act (lg7o) (16 U.S.C. 1301). Allows for preservation 
of wetlands through agreements between Dept. of Agriculture 
and landowners. 

1 Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (43 U.S.C. 1701). 
Establishes basic policies for administration of lands 
managed by the Bureau of Land Management. 

1 National Forest ~lanagement Act of 1g75 (PL 14-588). 

1 Floodplain t~anagement Guidelines - Executive Order 11988, 
May 24, 1977. Requires federal agencies to evaluate effects 
of their actions, including licensing, on flood hazards and 
floodplain management. 

1 Protection of Wetlands- Executive Order 11990, May 24, 1977. 
Directs federal agencies to avoid construction in wetlands, 
subject to certain exceptions. Does not apply to permits 
or licenses issued to private parties for activities 
involving wetlands on nonfederal property. 

1 Prime and Unique Farmland- Council on Environmental Quality 
Memorandum of August 30, 1976. 

PROTECTION OF WATER USE AND QUALITY 

1 Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1g72 and 1977 (33 
u.s.c. 1311) 

1 Rivers and Harbors Act of 13gg (33 U.S.C. 401). A permit from 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is required if there is an 
obstruction or alteration of any navigable water of the 
u.s. 
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I Reclamation Act of 1902 (43 U.S.C. 373). 
projects for land reclamation, power and 
under the control of Dept. of Interior. 

Authorizes water 
other purposes 

1 Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (1968) (16 U.S.C. 1271). 

1 Coastal Zone Management Act (1972) (16 U.S.C. 1451). 

t Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act (1972) 
(33 U.S.C. 1401). Secretary of Commerce may designate 
marine sanctuaries. 

1 Estuarine Areas Study Act (1970) (16 U.S.C. 1221). 

1 Ports and Waterways Safety Act of 1972 (33 U.S.C. 1221). 

o Deepwater Port Act of 1974 (33 U.S.C. 1501). Provides 
authority for U.S. Coast Guard to license, regulate, and 
prepare Environmental Impact Statements on deepwater 
ports. Coast Guard authority includes artificial islands 
including floating nuclear plants. 

Potential conflicts with federal, state and local laws is a highly 
important factor at the reconnaissance level of site assessment. For 
the purpose of this report, preliminary consideration of potential con
flicts has been incorporated into the tables of the preceeding sections. 
More indepth considerations of the applicable laws will be needed during 
final selection of the proposed site. 
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